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Ela: Why do you  like free paragliding?

Ahmet: Because………………….

Which of the following does NOT complete the 

conversation?

a) it is really fun.

b) it is really challenging

c) it is really boring

d) it is exciting.
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Furkan: I think hang gliding is more fascinating than 

scuba diving.

Rüzgar: ……………… I think it is more dangerous 

than scuba diving.

Which of the following completes the conversation?

a) That’s right c) I’m sure

b) I don’t agree with you d) Why not

a) I  prefer hang gliding to skateboarding.

b) Skateboarding is more entertaining than hang 

gliding.

c) Hang gliding is less enjoyable than skateboarding

d) I prefer skateboarding.

Özer: What do you prefer doing when you are on 

vacation?

Müfit:………………………………..

Which of the following completes the conversation?

a) I prefer İstanbul to Antalya

b) I go to Antalya twice a year.

c) I prefer scuba diving because it is interesting.

d) Rafting is more popular than canoeing.

( I ) I don’t like extreme sports because they are very 

dangerous.( II ) Yesterday, I tried rafting.( III ) It was 

very amusing (IV) I want to try it again.

Which of the following is ODD?

a) I b) II c) III d) IV

You should try skydiving because it 

is…………………

Which of the following completes the sentence?

a) less enjoyable than motor racing.

b) more boring than kayaking

c) fun and exciting

d) dangerous

Look at the picture and choose the correct choice.
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Kayaking
23%

Hang 
gliding

37%

Caving
10%

Rafting
30%

Teens' extreme sports preferences

Which of the following is NOT true according to the 

chart?

a) Most of the teens prefer hang gliding.

b) Rafting is more popular than caving.

c) Kayaking is less popular than hang gliding.

d) Caving is more popular than kayaking

Look at the picture and choose the correct choice.

a) I don’t prefer bungee jumping.

b) I would rather do parachute diving.

c) I prefer skydiving to bungee jumping.

d) I think bungee jumping is more enjoyable than 

skydiving.

…………..likes rafting because she thinks that it is 

fascinating.

a) Kezban c)Arzu

b) Tuğba d) Merve

Why Why

Tuğba Canoeing Easy
Motor 

racing
Risky

Kezban Rafting Challenging Caving Hard

Merve Kayaking Entertaining
Hang  

gliding

Dangerou

s

Arzu Rafting Fascinating
Sky 

diving
Difficult

Hatice
Bungee 

jumping
Enjoyable Cycling Boring

Look at the table and answer the questions 9 and 10.

Merve…………………………….

a) prefers hang gliding to kayaking.

b) Would rather do kayaking.

c) is fond of adventure sports.

d) doesn’t like kayaking because it is entertaining
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Answer Key

1- C

2- B

3- A

4- C

5- A

6- C

7- D

8- D

9- C

10- B
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